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РОЗДІЛ 4. ПОЛІТИЧНІ ПРОБЛЕМИ МІЖНАРОДНИХ СИСТЕМ  
ТА ГЛОБАЛЬНОГО РОЗВИТКУ

Introduction. European integration is a key pri-
ority of Ukraine’s foreign policy, which envisages 
the implementation of system reforms in all spheres 
of life in accordance with the EU standards. The ulti-
mate goal of European integration is Ukraine’s mem-
bership in the European Union. The EU supports 
Ukraine in securing a stable, prosperous and dem-
ocratic future for its citizens, as well as taking a firm 
stand in support of its independence. Ukraine contin-
ues to pursue an ambitious reform agenda to stim-
ulate economic growth and improve the lives of its 
citizens. Priority reforms include: combating corrup-
tion, reforming the judiciary, constitutive and electoral 
reforms, improving the business climate, and increas-
ing the level of energy efficiency.

Purpose and objectives. The aim of the arti-
cle is to analyze the relationship between Ukraine 
and the EU in the XXI century. A number of research 
tasks is subordinated to this goal, namely, the rela-
tions analysis at the present stage; revealing the main 
forms of cooperation between Ukraine and the Euro-
pean Union; finding out further prospects of Ukraine 
implementing the European integration vector.

Research methods. In particular, induction, 
deduction, analysis, and logical methods are used in 
this article. Using induction and deduction, the rela-
tions between Ukraine and the EU at the present stage 
are comprehensively studied. With the help of the log-
ical method, it was possible to analyze the European 

vector of Ukraine’s foreign policy in a comprehensive 
way and formulate conclusions. It is also worth high-
lighting the historical and systemic methods that were 
used in the article to present the main material.

Results. The main forms of cooperation between 
Ukraine and the European Union today consist of tech-
nical assistance, trade and investment activities. Tech-
nical assistance under the TACS program is provided 
to Ukraine mainly in such areas as nuclear safety, 
environmental protection, restructuring of state-owned 
enterprises, and development. Ukraine’s exports to 
the EU are dominated by goods with a low degree 
of processing. Imports from the EU are represented by 
industrial goods, machines, and transport equipment. 
The share of the EU in the total foreign trade of goods 
and services of Ukraine with the countries of the world 
was 29.62%. At the same time, the share of exports 
to the EU-27 of goods and services of Ukrainian ori-
gin was 16.23%, and imports from the EU 32.75%. 
Production and commercial activities liberalization in 
general and export-import operations is considered to 
be a guarantee of Ukraine’s successful passage to 
the EU [1].

It is important noting the EU remains steadfast in its 
commitment to the sovereignty and territorial integrity 
of Ukraine. It strongly condemns the illegal annexa-
tion of Crimea and the city of Sevastopol by the Polish 
Federation and continues to condemn this violation 
of international law. The EU has adopted a strict pol-
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The EU-Ukraine relations in the XXI century
The relationship between Ukraine and the European Union is a scientific topic with consid-
erable attention of scientists, analysts, and politicians. After all, European integration is one 
of the key priorities of Ukraine’s foreign policy, which envisages the implementation of system 
reforms in all life spheres due to the EU standards. The ultimate goal of European integra-
tion is Ukraine’s membership in the European Union. The key advantage of which lies in 
the possibility of our country reaching the same level as of European leading countries and its 
acceptance into economically and politically free coexistence.
The article analyzes the relations between Ukraine and the EU in the XXI century. The 
following research methods were used: induction, deduction, analysis, logical, historical 
and system methods.
It is established that the current state of cooperation between Ukraine and the EU is pro-
gressive and partner-oriented. The EU supports Ukraine in securing a stable, prosperous, 
and democratic future for its citizens, as well firmly stands supporting its independence.
It has been studied that the main forms of cooperation between Ukraine and the European 
Union are technical assistance, trade, and investment activities. The EU provides significant 
assistance to Ukraine in many areas of development, supports country’s reforms in terms 
of its domestic policy development and adaptation to the EU’s criteria.
At the same time, it was established that the Ukraine’s effective implementation of the Euro-
pean integration perspective should cover three main stages: the creation of preconditions 
for cooperation and integration development; acceleration of adaptation and accession to 
the economic structures of the European Union, integration into the EU economic system.
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icy of non-recognition of such an annexation, which 
has led to the imposition of substantial sanctions, 
including diplomatic measures, asset freezes, entry 
bans, and entry bans. The EU supports efforts to 
ensure a peaceful and lasting settlement of the con-
flict in eastern Ukraine. It supports the diplomatic 
efforts of the Normandy format, the Tripartite Contact 
Group and the OSCE. The EU approach is to combine 
pressure through restrictive measures and diplomatic 
efforts and ongoing dialogue [4, p. 10–12].

In response to the conflict in eastern Ukraine 
and the internal displacement of citizens, the EU is 
providing humanitarian assistance, rebuilding infra-
structure and providing assistance. This includes  
€ 141.8 million in humanitarian aid and demining pro-
jects, psycho-social support, as well as support from 
the Special Monitoring Mission (SMM) [1]. The EU 
and its member states make the largest contribution 
to the activities of the OSCE SMM, which monitors 
the implementation of the Minsk Agreements.

Ukraine’s relations with the European Union are 
extremely important to the current foreign and domes-
tic political situation. It’s not about more or less active 
contacts with one of the world’s top foreign partners, 
but Ukraine’s chance for strategic choice that is going 
to impact country’s place and role with the new inter-
national order, as well as economic and foreign cur-
rency relations order.

According to I. Rozputenko and other scientists, 
Ukraine’s path to the EU will cover three stages:

1. Creating preconditions for cooperation and inte-
gration development.

2. Acceleration of adaptation and accession to 
some economic structures of the European Union.

3. Comprehensive integration into the EU eco-
nomic system.

The first two stages will require 4-5 years each, 
and the last though will take one or two decades.

The main tasks of the first stage should be:
- proper implementation of internal economic 

reforms with the aim of creating a market environ-
ment adapted to the conditions of mutually beneficial 
cooperation with the European Union and its member 
states;

- adaptation of the legislation of Ukraine to 
the requirements of the World Trade Organization 
and its adaptation to the requirements of the harmo-
nized and unified legislation system;

- identification of priority sectors of the Ukrainian 
economy, which have comparative advantages from 
the European and world economy point of view;

- creation of large companies, financial and indus-
trial groups capable of large-scale international coop-
eration;

- selective connection to those projects of cooper-
ation and integration within the EU, where Ukraine is 
able to meet the requirements of international agree-
ments and standards;

- application of specific mechanisms of Ukraine’s 
accession to the economic structures of the European 
Union;

- development of contract relations with the EU, 
including free access to the Common System of Pref-
erences of European Communities (1971);

- the use of EU financial assistance to address 
a balance of payment issues, critical imports, stabi-
lization of the monetary system, reversal of inflation, 
etc.;

- strengthening the institutional foundations 
of the market economy and accelerating its progres-
sive structural disruptions.

At the second stage it will be necessary:
- gaining access to the EU market and securing pro-

ducers of domestic goods and services of the Ukrain-
ian economy of export specialization;

- significantly expand and deepen the process 
of selective entry of Ukraine into the economic struc-
tures of the European Union;

- diversifying forms of economic and scientific-tech-
nical cooperation with partners from EU countries;

- concluding the agreement between Ukraine 
and European Union on the free trade zone.

- forming the Ukraine-EU legislation on: customs 
duties, companies, banks, taxes, intellectual property, 
labor protection, financial services, rules of economic 
competition, public procurement, protection of health 
and human life, protection of animals and crops, envi-
ronment, protection of consumer rights, indirect taxes, 
technical rules and standards, regulatory regulation 
of nuclear energy, transport, gradually create pre-
conditions for the free movement of capital and for-
eign power between Ukraine and the EU, increase 
the degree of coordination of foreign economic policy.

At the third stage, it is necessary to achieve 
the integration of the Ukrainian economy as a whole 
into the economic structures of the European Union. 
In order to become a member of the European Union, 
the applicant country must meet the so-called Copen-
hagen criteria, are:

- be a democratic country;
- have a market economy;
- be competitive [2].
Thus, it can be argued that the European integra-

tion should be not only a priority for all power struc-
tures, but a conscious choice of society as a whole. 
State policy, which is able to unite the Ukrainian soci-
ety, should be focused not on some partial transfor-
mations leveled by the inertia of the whole system, 
but on the complex reforms, the criterion of expedi-
ency and the depth scale of its national interests. On 
the other hand, the formulations of national interests 
remain not clearly defined, and the attempts of such 
formulations at every turn seem to be at the beginning 
of one or another political period [3, p. 96–102].

Therefore, taking into account the above men-
tioned reasons, to get hold of effective implementa-
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tion of the European integration the state authorities 
should pay more attention to the development of civil 
society. European experience in the field of inter-
action of public authorities with the public is useful 
and effective while building a domestic democratic 
system of government.

Studies of European practice in this area reveal 
the mechanisms for ensuring greater participation 
of citizens in the political process. Thus, according to 
the Lisbon Treaty, citizens are given the opportunity 
to put forward proposals to the Parliament regarding 
the change of legislation. Every citizen has the right 
to apply to the European Ombudsman, which testifies 
to the granting of citizens the right of civic initiative. It 
is worth noting that in the White Paper on European 
Governance, the European Commission focused on 
the process of introducing open and transparent deci-
sion-making procedures:

− provide an on-line and up-to-date information 
on the preparation of program activities at all stages 
of decision-making;

− establish and publish minimum standards for 
consultations;

− strengthen communication with the general 
public on issues of common European importance, 
thus giving citizens the opportunity to control the deci-
sion-making process at all stages.

− establish partnerships in certain areas, which go 
beyond the minimum standards and oblige the Euro-
pean Commission in conducting additional consulta-
tions in exchange for more guarantees of transpar-
ency and representation [6, p. 123].

Recognizing the field of civil society, European 
countries systematically involve citizens and their 
associations into the formation and implementa-
tion of state policy in all spheres. This allows freeing 
the state from the implementation of extremely bur-
densome social tasks while maintaining high social 
standards for the population (thus, in Germany, 
the involvement of public organizations allows to save 
up 30-37% of the cost of such services for the state.) 
[8, p. 213–219]; to increase the quality of political 
and public-law decisions taking into account the needs 
of the population, alternatives and possible con-
sequences of the decisions; to ensure the effective 
implementation of public law decisions by the popu-
lation.

Having analyzed the European experience in build-
ing civil society institutions can lead to the conclusion 
that the integral element of a democratic society is 
social activity, initiative and participation of people. 
Therefore, domestic state institutions should take this 
fact as an example for the successful implementation 
of the desired prospects and support public initiatives, 
creating favorable conditions for their implementation 
and enforcement.

According to the EU member states example, 
the most effective form of cooperation between pub-

lic authorities and public is partnership, which pre-
supposes a common responsibility. Partnerships can 
take the form of forums involving all stakeholders, 
joint decision-making bodies, or involving civil society 
institutions in the provision of certain services [5].

The same way, state social policy formation should 
take place exclusively on the basis of social dialogue. 
Ukraine needs to move away from the paternalistic 
model. One of the priorities of social development 
should be the formation of socially responsible busi-
ness. Similar model of social protection should be 
focused on creation of equal opportunities for all 
members of the society, understanding the social 
potential of each person, support and self-realization 
of society and its most vulnerable members who are 
unable to reach it on their own.

There is an obvious need for large-scale provision 
of information, an educational program for the soci-
ety to significantly improve its knowledge and under-
standing of the program. This provision is contained 
in the Integration Strategy, but has not yet been 
implemented. The initiative here should belong to 
the Council, which should maintain a constant dia-
logue with the society on sustainable implementa-
tion of its European policy. It is worthwhile launching 
a permanent forum for representatives of non-gov-
ernmental organizations, where they should have 
the opportunity to consult and discuss with govern-
ment structures and politicians. This will help Ukraine 
to better present itself as a strong partner and full 
participant in the process of European integration. 
Ukraine should also overcome the EU ignorance 
of Ukraine, and the EU should launch its special pro-
gram to ‘promote’ Ukraine’s membership to the EU 
and all countries.

Ukraine is certainly an important country in 
the region, not for its economic development, but 
because of its population, territory and geographical 
location. Today, the European integration is Ukraine’s 
foreign policy main priority. The Ukrainian legislation 
to the EU legislation standards should be of most 
important role.

The European integration strategy for the devel-
opment has been determined for the time being. Now 
we have a task to determine further actions aimed 
at the implementation of this strategy. In particular, 
the European Union is convinced that the devel-
opment of cooperation, which would presuppose 
Ukraine’s membership in the EU, would have more 
advantages than disadvantages not only for our coun-
try. Moreover, persuasion is not in words, but in real 
events. Today, our main task is to fill up the integration 
with some real content, which would correspond to 
today’s opportunities and be based on mutual secrets. 
In order to realize the goals of integration and become 
a part of the European process, it is necessary to 
become a key element of the European integration 
process. We have our reason to assert that regard-
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less of the attitude of the European Union, Ukraine will 
still be institutionalized into the integration. This pro-
cess will take place through the development of secu-
rity, political, economic, scientific, environmental, 
and other spheres of cooperation. By implementing 
reforms, changing institutions, transitioning to a new 
social system, and economic relations, Ukraine will be 
able to get closer to Europe with more quick pace.

Ukraine is currently going through a very con-
troversial period, but it has the prospect of under-
standing the European direction of its foreign policy. 
Ukraine’s accession to the EU, as well as its member-
ship in other international institutions, will be another 
convincing evidence of its recognition as a truly inde-
pendent state, equal in all countries. The European 
Union needs, for sure, a democratic and economi-
cally strong Ukraine as a factor of stability in eastern 
and south-eastern directions [7, p. 22–30]. Ukraine 
can have its future built on the consolidated interests 
of the European world. Signing up the Association 
Agreement will be an important step of Ukraine on 
the path to European integration.

Conclusions. Thus, current state of cooperation 
between Ukraine and the EU is progressive and part-
ner-oriented. The EU provides assistance to Ukraine 
in many areas of development, supports the reforms 
of our country, which are related to its domestic pol-
icy and criteria. Ukraine is also fulfilling its commit-
ments to the EU and will work hard to justify the extent 
and scale of the Union’s investment in our country. 
Another important point is the support of the EU 
at international level. However, one of the most signifi-
cant positive political changes, which can be said with 
certainty, is Ukraine’s final awareness of the foreign 
policy and its vectors.

It should be emphasized that in order for Ukraine 
to implement the European integration perspective 
more quickly and effectively, the state authorities 
should pay more attention to the development of civil 
society and its mutual relations.
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Взаємовідносини України та Європейського Союзу є актуальною нвуковою темою, на 
дослідженнs якої зосереджено значну увагу науковців, аналітиків та політиків. Адже 
єpoпейcька iнтегpацiя є одним із ключових пpiopитетів зoвнiшньoї пoлiтики Укpаїни, 
який пеpедбачає пpoведення cиcтемних pефopм в уciх cфеpах життя вiдпoвiднo дo 
нopм та cтандаpтiв ЄC. Кiнцевoю метoю євpoпейcькoї iнтегpацiї є набуття Укpаїнoю 
членcтва в Євpoпейcькoму Coюзi, ключова пеpевага якого пoлягає в мoжливocтi 
вихoду нашoї деpжави на oдин piвень із пpoвiдними кpаїнами Євpoпи та пpийнятті її 
до cпiвдpужнocтi вiльних, poзвинутих в екoнoмiчнoму та пoлiтичнoму планi деpжав.
У статті проаналізовано взаємoвідносини Укpаїни та ЄC у ХХІ столітті. 
Використано такі методи дослідження: індукції, дедукції, аналіз, логічний, історичний 
та системний методи.
Встановлено, що cучаcний cтан взаємoдiй Укpаїни та ЄC є пpoгpеcуючим 
та паpтнеpcьким. ЄC пiдтpимує Укpаїну в забезпеченнi cтабiльнoгo, пpoцвiтаючoгo 
та демoкpатичнoгo майбутньoгo для її гpoмадян, а такoж займає непoхитну пoзицiю 
в пiдтpимцi її незалежнocтi, теpитopiальнoї цiлicнocтi та cувеpенiтету.
Досдіджено, що оcнoвними фopмами cпiвpoбiтництва Укpаїни та Євpoпейcькoгo 
Coюзу є технiчна дoпoмoга, тopгiвля та iнвеcтицiйна дiяльнicть. ЄC надає Укpаїнi 
значну дoпoмoгу в багатьoх cфеpах poзвитку, пiдтpимує pефopми деpжави, 
що cтocуютьcя її внутpiшньoпoлiтичнoї пеpебудoви та адаптацiї дo кpитеpiїв 
вiдпoвiднocтi ЄC.
Водночас встановлено, що ефективна pеалiзацiї Укpаїнoю євpoiнтегpацiйнoї 
пеpcпективи має охоплювати три основні етапи: ствopення пеpедумoв для poзвитку 
cпiвpoбiтництва та iнтегpацiї, пpиcкopення адаптацiї та пoчатoк вхoдження дo 
екoнoмiчних cтpуктуp Євpocoюзу та iнтегpацiя в екoнoмiчну cиcтему ЄC.
Ключові слова: Укpаїна, Євpoпейcький Coюз, євроінтеграція, зовнішня політика, 
міжнародні відносини.
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